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Abstract

Purpose- This paper builds upon the notion of academic entrepreneurship as a way to engage with external communities to create value (Kingma 2011) and more specifically analyses how design is used to foster this idea of entrepreneurship in a lab at Harvard in Cambridge, MA.

Approach- The study is the result of an ethnographic investigation I conducted across 2013 and 2014.

Findings- In the lab analysed, design plays an important role to connect academia with external stakeholders and to sustain interactions through processes of translations, iterative prototyping, co-design. These activities contribute to develop some components of academic entrepreneurship, but also open up questions on how to evaluate this entrepreneurial dimension.

Value- The study contributes to the ongoing discussions on how academia can adopt entrepreneurial approaches and reflects upon open issues potentially related to some of these approaches.
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1 Aims

The notion of academic entrepreneurship has been interpreted by scholars in different ways. Most scholars are interested in that entrepreneurial dimension that allows academia to pursue innovation development and commercialization, for example through intellectual asset management, university spin-offs and technology transfer and brokering [1-2]. Some other scholars argue for a view of entrepreneurship not necessarily only tied to monetary outcomes, but also oriented toward creating societal value [3]. This paper builds upon a specific perspective that praises the potential of entrepreneurship as a way to connect academia with external communities [4]. Kingma argues that: “Faculty, as entrepreneurial thinkers, seek new ways to engage with the community to create value, and this value creation within a local community establishes the university as an anchor institution” [4, p. ix].

This perspective will be further discussed in the paper and will be used as a conceptual tool to investigate metaLAB\(^1\) (at) Harvard, a lab institutionally affiliated with the Berkman Center for Internet and Society\(^2\) and located in Cambridge, MA (USA).

\(^1\) http://metalab.harvard.edu/ accessed 10 October 2013.
As from the description in its official website: “metaLAB is a research and teaching unit at Harvard University aimed at exploring and expanding the frontiers of networked culture in the arts and humanities”. The projects carried out by metaLAB bridge different disciplinary domains and span from the design and implementation of digital platforms, such as The Japan Disaster Archive, which uses crowdsourcing mechanisms to collect, preserve, and make accessible as much of the digital record of the 2011 earthquake as possible, up to data visualization, such as in the Library Observatory, a set of visual tools to explore the full range of information related to the open collections of the Digital Public Library of America³.

In this paper, I reflect upon how metaLAB uses design as a core component of its activities and how these design activities foster academic entrepreneurship. The paper is based on an ethnographic study I conducted across 2013 and 2014 and illustrates how design can be used in various ways to promote academic entrepreneurship: as a way to activate translation processes, as a way to prototype ideas in contexts of use and as a way of staging encounters with external stakeholders.

Design is here seen as a meaning making activity, as in Krippendorff: “The etymology of “design” goes far back, of course, to the Latin de + signare, which means to mark out, set apart, give significance by assigning it to a use, a user, or an owner. […] Based on this original meanings, one could say: design is making sense of things” [5, p. XV]. Specifically, I here adopt a very partial view on design that only takes into account its meaning-making, semiotic dimension as a means of fostering collaboration. I acknowledge the limitations of my viewpoint, as design is much more than this immaterial dimension of negotiation.

2 Literature review
2.1 The notion of academic entrepreneurship in organizational and management studies

In their classic (and controversial) book, Gibbons et al. have proposed Mode-2 as a new form of knowledge production that emerged in the late 20th Century, in which the ‘context of application’ is a crucial component of knowledge production processes and practices [6]. Traditional research (defined as mode-1 knowledge production) is internally initiated in academic contexts by researchers and is carried out within disciplinary borders. On the contrary, Mode-2 knowledge production is context driven, and involves multidisciplinary teams brought together to respond to real-world problems and challenges [7-8]. Although this notion of Mode-2 has been criticized by some scholars, for example for not confronting problems of gender and colonialism adequately [9], it still constitutes an interesting perspective on the needs to situate research beyond academic borders and in connection with external contexts. The triple helix [10] is another influential model that positions innovation at the intersection of reciprocal relationships across academia, government and industry.

The notion of academic entrepreneurship proposed by Kingma goes into this direction. Kingma does not deny the importance of processes such as marketability, entrepreneurial dynamics, profit-driven economics, but claims that the very process of engagement with the community is a key element for creating value. In more practical terms, although figures such as the number of spin-offs originated at a university are important, they should also be complemented by additional information, such for example how these spin-offs impact local

communities. Economic outcomes - such as new jobs created by these spin-offs or the amount of taxes they pay - are important contributions, but in a wider perspective these data should be integrated by looking at the impact of these spin-offs also in terms of environmental sustainability, livability, social equity and so forth. Whilst this is a position shared by some other scholars [11-12], a big part of the literature in organizational studies and management still focuses on the economic potential of academic entrepreneurship [13].

This paper does not want to diminish the importance of the economic side, but specifically focuses on a notion of academic entrepreneurship that sees the need to engage with external stakeholders to collaboratively identify and create value. I use the term stakeholder in a broad sense [14], as to include all the actors that somewhat affect or are affected by academia (local communities, industry, government, NGOs, citizens). This paper claims that a balanced interplay of these actors is a crucial component in the processes of defining and creating value at a societal level.

2.2 The notion of academic entrepreneurship in design research
To date there has been relatively little direct discussion on how design can be used to support academic entrepreneurship. Literature in design research has investigated the relationship between design and entrepreneurship, for example studying their different languages, approaches and practices – both as taught in design schools or MBAs [15] or in the daily processes of a company [16–18]. Other authors have praised the potential of a designerly approach to support entrepreneurship: Hargadon claimed that design, armed with a unique set of abilities to communicate about and deal with the ambiguities of the early stages of new ventures, should be more proactively used in entrepreneurial settings [19]; along a similar line, Walton argued for the potential of design as economic asset: “Within corporations large and small, and as corporations collectively power national and international economies, executives should count on design to make a meaningful contribution to prosperity” [20, p. 10].

At a more operational level, the Design Management Institute proposed some criteria to be used to measure the contribution of design to business:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Purchase influence/innovation</th>
<th>6. Cost savings/ROI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Enable strategy/new markets</td>
<td>7. Customer satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Enable product and service emotion</td>
<td>8. Developing communities of customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Reputation/awareness/brand value</td>
<td>9. Good design is good for all/triple bottom line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Time to market/process improvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DMI, 2007, cited in [21]

All this work is mostly oriented towards studying the potential of design to support economic ventures.

Innovation is another topic frequently explored by authors who seek to investigate the relationship between design and entrepreneurship. Cruickshank proposes a review of the academic field of innovation and puts this in connection to a design perspective [22]. Hobday et al. adopt a management and economic perspective to analyze innovation and design [23]. Design thinking is another key topic somehow related to this discussion [24–26] and it is quite often considered an effective approach to support innovative entrepreneurial ventures. Although few of these studies are explicitly oriented toward academic entrepreneurship, they still present some interesting insights. The concept of iterative prototyping is quite commonly seen as a decisive component offered by design to support entrepreneurial activities [24]. The role of design in building brand value and product identity - also through semiotic processes
of translation (e.g., from the abstract ideas behind the brand identity of a product into a clear visually designed identity) – is also quite frequently praised [17]. The potential of co-design as a way of staging encounters with a wide array of stakeholders and to collaboratively design products and services has also been quite thoroughly investigated, even though more frequently in design research [27-28] than in design management. These three notions (iterative prototyping, translation, co-design) will be further developed in the paper and used as interpretive lenses to study how in metaLAB (at) Harvard design can contribute to academic entrepreneurship.

3 Approach
The application of an ethnographic approach with the direct involvement of researchers in the field has proven to be a common method of a good number of recent organizational studies [29]. Several scholars have offered methodological insights for these kinds of analysis, often praising the importance of anthropological methods such as participant observation [30–32]. Based on this literature, I decided to use an ethnographic approach that allowed me to get in touch with the organizational life of metaLAB and to explore the role played by design within the organization. The next paragraph will illustrate how in my analysis design is a vital component to sustain different organizational processes targeted to academic entrepreneurship.

I visited metaLAB as a Fellow, in the academic year 2013-2014. I had the chance to observe its organizational life on a regular basis, participating to projects (mostly at the Berkman Center), meetings, brainstorming sessions and events. The findings reported here draw upon data collected through direct observation, my experience as participant, unstructured conversations, email exchanges with members. I also collaborated very strictly with Sarah Newman, a fellow colleague and visual artist from San Francisco. Sarah Newman and I applied together to metaLAB and – while there - worked on a set of collaborative projects such as some co-design workshops for a joint symposium between Harvard and UNICEF.

Most of the members of metaLAB knew about my presence and were also aware of my research goals. Therefore my situated observation influenced the behaviour of the members during my visiting period and subsequently the final outcome.

The ethnographic approach I adopted generated field source data (notes, photographs, audio recording) that has been edited and organized in a single profile document. All the photographs were positioned in sequence with relative caption (data, caption, author). Audio recording was edited and saved in a database. My notes from direct observation were classified according to parameters such as data and location. All this material has been then placed in a loose thematic narrative structure. Photographs were organized accordingly to coincide with this narrative. All this resulted in a concise textual and visual documentation of all source data. This source data was then elaborated to write the draft of the final report.

As situated anthropologist [33-34], I have studied myself while conducting the fieldwork through a kind of meta-observation that allowed me to be (somehow) aware of how my personal, emotional and cognitive involvement affected the results of the research project.
4  Key findings: Design for academic entrepreneurship
In the following three paragraphs, I present some findings related to how design is used in metaLAB as a way to foster academic entrepreneurship and – more specifically – to activate processes of value creation together with external stakeholders.

4.1  Design and translation processes
metaLAB is a research and teaching unit located at Harvard. Established in 2011, today metaLAB works with a core staff of about 10 people, but counts on an extended network of affiliates and collaborators. metaLAB is institutionally affiliated with the Berkman Center and located within the Graduate School of Design, but actively works across multiple domains. As stated in its official website, metaLAB “welcomes participation, joint project development, and information sharing” and “is a catalyst for innovation and a project incubator, crossing school boundaries, interacting with the Harvard libraries, museums, and archives, as well as with external partners (universities, cultural institutions, foundations, NGOs, corporations, public media, community groups)” 4.

This strategy is exemplified by projects such as Digital Ecologies, a collaborative initiative started in summer 2012 with Harvard’s Arnold Arboretum. In Digital Ecologies, design is used to explore human-environment interactions, especially human-landscape and human-plant interactions. Through the design of concepts, prototypes and digital tools such as open databases, participatory mapping, virtual collecting, this initiative aims at fostering multiple intersections among different domains (digital cultures, history of botanical gardens, STS, interaction design). Projects developed within a digitalSTS and Design Workshop in June 2013 include an interactive installation for the sonification (representation of data through sound) of vital processes in trees and the Decompository, a curatorial space for the collection, exploration and exhibition of Arboretum decomposition in its varied forms 5.

In these and other projects developed at metaLAB, diverse stakeholders coming from academia, cultural institutions, NGOs, industry, public sphere are involved at several levels, sometimes as early-stage co-creators, some other times as active users for digital crowdsourcing platforms. These stakeholders are located within their own cultural, economic, socio-material contexts, where diverse and specific languages, grammars, authorities are in place and at work. Processes of semiotic translation are needed to foster conversation and collaboration among these different languages and to make knowledge produced by specific stakeholders (e.g., academia) relevant for other stakeholders (e.g., an amateur botanist) or applicable in other contexts (e.g., the market sphere).

In metaLAB, design materials such as sketches, data visualizations and interactive prototypes are used to interact with these multiple stakeholders: through the design process, ideas and concepts undergo semiotic translations and are materialized into visual, audio, tangible formats. Design is used as a translation mechanism because it is an attempt at expressing meaning in different languages or formats or articulations (e.g., translating botanical concepts into a data visualization or interactive artifacts). I am here interested in the processual dimension of translation, the opportunity that design provides to render ideas and concepts into different representations. These representations (sketches, prototypes, data visualizations, etc.) are not less dependent from specific linguistic, cultural or socio-material conditions of semiotic coding and decoding than any other representation, such as a written text or a speech

or a scientific paper. Design is not here considered as a universal language immediately and univocally interpreted by different stakeholders.

Design offers the opportunity to translate ideas and concepts into multiple semiotic representations, often times through quick and iterative prototyping. This very process - the transformation across different linguistic domains – can potentially show multiple perspectives and offer the opportunity to reflect upon disciplinary and cultural differences. Familiar and well-known ideas and concepts in one language (or discipline, or cultural context) can be foreign and unknown in another. Semiotic translations operated through design can activate processes where the foreign becomes familiar and the familiar becomes foreign.

As in the Italian adage "traduttore, traditore" ("translator, traitor"), it is important to consider that translation often happens in contexts where different stakeholders have different needs and desires and where specific dynamics of power and authority are at play. Asymmetries can render the process conflictual and ambiguous. The tensions elicited in the translation processes unfold through relations of power and resistance, appropriations and remixes of meaning, cultural slippages, a continual negotiation of overlapping or competing understandings. In the Lightbox Gallery, metaLAB - together with the Berkman Center - elaborated some scenarios for interactive installations at the Harvard Art Museums, which are currently being renovated. As in a typical design process, metaLAB had to negotiate its way across a tensional space where different stakeholders had conflicting positions: the vision of the architect who was working on the renovation, the needs of the museum management board and curators, the economic constraints in terms of budget, and the desire of metaLAB’s researchers to use this project to further their reflections on innovative curatorial technologies and practices. Design artifacts such as sketches, concepts and scenarios for the interactive installation acted as translation mechanisms and helped in putting these diverse stakeholders in dialogue.

Projects originated at metaLAB traveled across different domains: they have been presented at scientific conferences, art exhibits and to start-up accelerators, igniting very different conversations when showing the same interactive platform to an audience of art curators or to one of business angels. Exhibiting the same project to such varied audiences offers the opportunity to stage very different conversations. These conversations are a core component of academic entrepreneurship, as they connect multiple stakeholders and highlight their diverse interpretations and agendas. The tensions and frictions elicited in the process are an essential component for metaLAB to constantly get feedback on its projects and reflect upon the value created by its activities.

4.2 Design as a way of iteratively prototyping
The tensions and the frictions elicited in the process of translation can be partially addressed using a design strategy based on iterative prototyping.
Some of the projects carried out by metaLAB throughout the years have been developed as a series of prototypes. Curarium is a digital interactive platform, which "leverages the power of the crowd in order to annotate, curate, and augment works within and beyond their respective

---

6 An interesting discussion emerged in January 2014 on the PhD-Design list (PhD-Design@jiscmail.ac.uk). I cannot here review the different positions presented in the discussion. I want to clarify though that I do not propose to use the metaphor of translation to represent the whole design process, but only as a lens to see some of its characteristics.
collections\textsuperscript{7}. Digital archives, also based on different data models, can be imported into Curarium, searched and browsed though a visually enhanced user interface and annotated by the users in collaborative modes.

During my stay at the lab, several prototypes of Curarium have been showed to external audiences. At an early stage, a set of wireframes illustrating the user experience design has been presented at the Berkman luncheon series\textsuperscript{8}. At a later stage, an early version of the platform has been presented at the Graduate School of Design. This presentation was also aimed at finding people interested in experimenting with the platform and potentially in working on archives and catalogues not already loaded into it.

These multiple iterative design loops are strategically important for several reasons: (1) to break down complex projects into smaller components; (2) to manage big projects more easily and in an agile way; (3) to cope with lean budgets, but maintaining the possibility to scale up; (4) to release projects also when they are still at an unfinished stage; (5) and, ultimately, to gather feedback from diverse audiences.

Generally speaking, the attitude of metaLAB is to keep its projects as much open as possible. On the one hand, the feedback collected during the presentations with external audience is used to modify or fine-tune the further stages of design and development. On the other, the projects themselves are pretty open in case some of the (internal and external) stakeholders decide to take what has been developed so far, branch out and go towards different directions, for example testing a technological platform in a new context or developing new functionalities. In this way, metaLAB fosters piloting processes to test social, cultural, economic implications of ideas put in contexts, such as in the case of Zeega, a web publishing and interactive storytelling platform that was incubated at metaLAB and then became an independent company supported by a media accelerator in San Francisco\textsuperscript{9}.

Prototypes at several stages are externally presented according to multiple formats: (a) presentations, as metaLAB members frequently give public speeches and invited talks both within and outside academia; (b) publishing, from academically oriented venues to blogs, from books - such as a series entitled METALAB PROJECTS with Harvard University Press - to experimental formats, such as “artifactual interfaces” to annotating three-dimensional objects\textsuperscript{10}; (c) studio-based teaching, where students tinker with and hack interactive prototypes developed at the lab; (d) exhibits: metaLAB projects were exhibited in venues such as the Tel Aviv Museum of Art or the ZKM Center for Art and Media in Karlsruhe.

Again, in terms of academic entrepreneurship, the conversations originated by presenting prototypes in multiple formats help metaLAB in understanding how it can contribute to creating different kinds of societal value, be it in terms of knowledge production or in terms of the economic potential of a spin-off. The unfinished nature of the prototypes and the openness to modify them upon the received feedback is a practical strategy to ease the tensions and the frictions elicited in the process.

4.3 Design as a way of staging encounters

In some cases, metaLAB production is specifically oriented towards the creation of collaborative platforms based on mechanisms such as crowdsourcing. Projects such as the already mentioned Zeega and the Digital Archive of Japan’s 2011 Disasters set up open

\textsuperscript{8} http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/events/luncheon/2013/9/metalab accessed 24 November 2013.
interative infrastructures where users can perform their own design and curatorial activities. Both Zeega and the Digital Archive of Japan’s 2011 Disasters are built on web-based platforms where users can upload, curate, remix content coming from a variety of sources and create their own interactive storytelling projects. These projects can also be collaboratively designed and developed with other users.

The collaborative dimension of Zeega and the Digital Archive of Japan’s 2011 Disasters is another strategy to engage external audiences in metaLAB projects, in this case explicitly asking to be an active part of the design (or co-design) process itself. This is another way of staging encounters and to investigate the notion of value related to the production of the lab.

5 Discussion

The previous paragraphs showed how metaLAB uses a meaning-making dimension of design to foster academic entrepreneurship and, more specifically, to define and conduct processes that identify and create value together with external stakeholders.

The value created in these processes takes many forms: from the production of knowledge that is also of interest for external stakeholders (e.g., the crowdsourcing behind Curarium), up to the economic outcomes generated by spin-offs (e.g., Zeega). These processes can also have a temporal trajectory: the design activities conducted at metaLAB allow incubating projects at an initial stage, before they become commercial ventures. Zeega is now a spin-off supported by Matter, a San Francisco-based accelerator; concepts, ideas, processes and technology later used in the constitution of the start-up were parts of the design activities initially conducted at metaLAB by some of its founders.

MetaLAB is a quite young initiative and therefore it is likely that new spin-offs or other forms of economic ventures (such as patents) will be generated over time. This entrepreneurial dimension can potentially support some of the initiatives of the lab and provide opportunities for long-term financial sustainability plans, especially at a moment when the access to government funding for research is becoming harder. As highlighted in the Harvard 2013 financial report11, with a decline in federal sponsored funding, economic revenues from national and private industry represent today 20% of the University operating budget.

In these times, entrepreneurship - in the form of intellectual asset management, university spin-offs and technology transfer and brokering - can constitute an important source of funding.

This opens up a series of important questions related to how and to what extent research should maintain some degrees of independence from the market. In a recent talk, Negroponte - the founder of MIT Media Lab and the person behind the financial viability of the lab for more than a decade – expressed the idea that one of the strengths of academic research is that it allows researchers to pursue avenues that are not immediately tied to economic revenues. His advice for researchers at Media Lab was: “If normal market forces can do it, then stop doing it”12. This is an open point, frequently debated in academic entrepreneurship literature [4], [11]. To what extent should researchers be granted some levels of independence in order to have the freedom to follow their research trajectories and/or express critical positions? To what extent is academic research accountable to external stakeholders (industry, NGOs, government, citizens)? To what extent can or should these external stakeholders be an active component in shaping the course of academic research?

These questions also impact more specifically on the notion of academic entrepreneurship and how it is defined, measured and seen from many different viewpoints, such as the ones strictly focusing on the importance of monetary outcomes or the ones supporting the creation of long-term societal value, sometimes at the expense of more immediate economic benefits. This paper suggests that design – as used in metaLAB, as a way to activate translation processes, as a way to prototype ideas in contexts of use and as a way of staging encounters with external stakeholders – can support processes where various stakeholders reflect upon the above-mentioned questions. The conversations elicited in these processes can represent a way to collaboratively think about the many different modes in which academia can create value.

6 Final remarks
This paper focused on a single case study. Further research is needed, also in other labs, especially at a moment when academia is facing many challenges: from rethinking its funding models, to reimagining its educational role and approach in light of the proliferation of sources such as massive open online courses. These challenges will have an impact on academic entrepreneurship. Design – as used in metaLAB – can offer a contribution to ongoing and future discussions, by igniting and supporting conversations with external stakeholders. This is a promising avenue, but it also elicits some additional problems, such for example how to involve in these conversations the widest possible spectrum of stakeholders and how to sustain these conversational processes over time. In order to collaboratively shape the future of academia, it is important that plural and conflictual points of view are expressed and taken into account in these moments of challenges and change.
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